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What our students say...
National Tutoring Programme
The National Tutoring Programme (NTP) supports schools by
providing access to high-quality tutoring to help pupils whose
education has been affected by the Covid-19 pandemic
www.tute.com/national-tutoring-programme

In NTP Phase 1 ...
schools
supported
lessons
delivered

reached
1,721 students

81

14,222

described
‘disadvantaged'
45% ofas students

Students love learning with Tute!
How do Tutees rate Tute's NTP tuition?

80%

84%

79.9% of students...

84% of students...

enjoy Tute lessons

89%

feel that they make
progress

89% of students...

feel safe in Tute lessons

93%

84%

92.8% of students...

83.7% of students...

rate the quality of what their teachers
deliver as good or excellent

feel that their responses are
valued (Feel listened to)

77%

84%

76.9% of students...

83.7% of students...

rate learning online with Tute as the same
or better than a traditional classroom

would recommend
Tute to others

69%

76%

69.3% of students...

75.9% of students...

felt Tute lessons had helped them to
catch up on missed learning as a
result of the Covid-19 pandemic

found online learning to be
good or excellent

Student voice
What do Tutees say about Tute's NTP tuition?

We asked our students...
‘What would you like to achieve by taking part in these lessons?’
The most common responses focused on three areas:
improving confidence, catching up and attainment of better grades

Just catch
up on what I
missed

To revise and
catch on English

Make sure I catch up and
achieve a higher grade
To move
up higher tier
maths
To feel more
confident in
a topic

Catch up, extra
support

To feel more confident in my
maths in all topics and to achieve
a better grade

To boost my grade in
English as it's dropped

69.3% of respondents said that they thought that their Tute
lessons had helped them to catch up on missed learning as a
result of Covid-19

Helped fill in missing
gaps in my learning

I felt like I wasn’t good
at Maths and now I
think I am a bit better

They have helped me
by going over the basics of
English and Maths, this has made
it easier in to learn in class

They have helped
me to understand Maths better
and have me more confidence
in myself

Have helped
me do stuff that
I missed out in
school

I had some trouble
with understanding
chemistry and physics in
lockdown and this has
helped me understand
more about it

If I didn’t understand
something in Maths
Tute teaches me
ways to remember
how to do it

I learned a lot
and can remember lots
of information now
and the teacher is
amazing

Virtual Environment . Real Teachers . Real Outcomes

We asked our students...
'Do you enjoy learning online? Explain your answer'

The lessons are interactive and fun, the
teachers are so helpful and patient. I always
look forward to these lessons and hope to
have *Tute Teacher* again

I enjoy Tute
because it helps
me learn the
stuff I missed

Because I
missed some school
and it helped me
catch up

It was so helpful
and I was able to
use my knowledge
in the classroom

Because I feel calmer
every day I do it

Because they make it fun to learn
The teacher is really kind
and supported and it makes
my learning better

We asked our students...
‘What could be done to improve your experience of learning online?’

It would be
good if we could
show the teacher
our workings out

Maybe worksheets
that we could print out
beforehand

Nothing!
I think this is
perfect!

Better laptop
but you can't
help that

Have more
examples for
those who are still
struggling
Nothing it is already perfect

Learn more about Tute's NTP offer
We're here to support as a Tuition Partner!
Learn more >

Virtual Environment . Real Teachers . Real Outcomes

